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On April 13, 2008 an article titled “China’s Loyal Youth” appeared in the *New York Times*. It discussed a recent phenomenon that has caught the attention of intellectuals, journalists, and policy makers on both sides of the Pacific. The young and educated population, this particular New York journalist argues, is usually the most effective and expected catalyst for radical social and political change within a country.\(^1\) However, the current youth consciousness in China has proved to be an aberration to many onlookers. Three decades of openness and economic reform has nourished a new generation of Chinese students.\(^2\) They are well educated; they have access to an unprecedented range of global information; and they indulge in the culture of consumerism as much as any American. Most of all, they appear to be strongly nationalistic.

In 1989 the world watched as the Chinese government demolished a grassroots student movement and silenced calls for democracy and political reform. Almost two decades later, many outside of China saw the 2008 Beijing Olympics as a renewed opportunity to apply pressure on the CCP government. The supposedly apolitical games became marred by attacks on the torch relay, boycotts and criticisms from Hollywood figures and world political leaders, and eruption of riots and unrest in Tibet. The call for a more democratic government with improved human rights standards was nothing new; but the response it garnered from within the country was.

---


\(^2\) The focus group of my discussion will be on Chinese students who are enrolled in prominent universities in Beijing. Since the majority of students up through high school in China are coordinated under the state education and examination system with more limited access to information, any discussion of independent nationalist consciousness among Chinese youth can really only begin at the university level. Also, the young, middle-class, urban demographic is one of the most vocal groups in the current nationalism movement. I concentrate on Beijing because of the significance of the city as host of the 2008 Olympics, as a political epicenter, and as home to most of the country’s top universities.
If American activists and critics expected to arouse a revival of the Tiananmen Square protests, they were surprised to find that while China’s political system had remained intact, the attitudes of its young population had changed. The same demographic that clamored for political liberalization in the 1980s are now singing a different tune. Not only are young Chinese students today less adamant about importing democracy to China, they are uniquely proud and defensive of their country and its current path of development. This emergence of “new nationalism”3 is nowhere more apparent than in the wave of anti-foreign online postings, protests and boycotts that spread across Beijing campuses in the months preceding the summer games. Matthew Forney examined the implications of this surge in nationalism on China’s foreign relations: “If the debate over Tibet turns this summer’s contests in Beijing into the Human Rights Games…Western ticket-holders expecting to find Chinese angry at their government will instead find Chinese angry at them.”4

Introduction

This thesis takes a critical look at the current nationalist sentiment among Chinese students as it is received and understood in the United States. It is important to reexamine the discussion on Chinese nationalism for a number of reasons. 2008 was a significant year for China. Internally, the country celebrated the success of hosting the Olympic Games but also confronted difficulties brought by natural disasters and social unrest. Externally, it was faced with increased international scrutiny and a global economic slump that could harm its uninterrupted growth rate. As the end of this decade marks the

---

3 Defining characteristics of the phenomenon known as “new nationalism” will be explained in the following section.
4 Forney, “China’s Loyal Youth.”
thirty-year anniversary of reforms, both the Chinese people and the international 
community are grappling with China’s new role as an emerging great power. China’s rise 
speaks to a larger shift that is taking place – a shift in global focus from Europe and 
America to Asia. This shift not only alters the balance of political and economic power, 
but also influences the spread of culture, ideology and social consciousness. The issue of 
nationalism and its implications on US-China relations is especially salient to study at 
this turning point in history.

Since the 1980s, nationalist sentiment in China has shifted from being dominated 
by anti-traditionalist thinking to now taking a more pragmatic approach. While Chinese 
students saw the Western world as a model at the beginning of the country’s reform era, 
this emulation steadily declined as their country entered into the twenty-first century. 
Many in the United States cite the Tiananmen Square incident as the defining moment of 
this change. Thus, my analysis begins with 1989 as a critical point in modern Chinese 
history. This date is significant not necessarily because it marked an extraordinary or 
fundamental shift in the progression of Chinese nationalism. Rather, it was the outside 
world that perceived and declared it to be a decisive turning point in China’s social and 
political development.

My analysis will concentrate on the rise in national confidence and the resulting 
challenge to western influence that has emerged in the most recent trend of Chinese 
nationalism. This can be seen from boycotts of foreign goods to heated online debates

---

5 My analysis focuses specifically on the United States. The American presence in China has been strong in 
the past few decades and the US-China relationship is particularly unique. The American government is a 
prominent example of a “westernized” democratic system, and its media and critics have been active and 
vocal in the discussion on Chinese students and nationalism. Therefore, I have chosen to analyze primarily American news and academic sources for this thesis. When speaking of “western” influence, I refer 
primarily to the United States since it is a major actor and leader among western countries.
that often take place in university areas around the country. This phenomenon, often described in terms of anti-foreignism, is one of greatest concern to the United States. It is particularly significant because of its seeming contrast to the dominant attitudes of Chinese students during the 1980s. American media and scholarly discourse is filled with theories on the causes of this change as well as predictions about its future ramifications. The purpose of this thesis is to approach the national consciousness of contemporary Chinese youth beyond the conventional wisdom that is presented in the mainstream American media and publications.

The features of anti-foreignism in new Chinese nationalism are displayed in three main areas. First, it challenges the American system – asserting that liberal democracy is not the best and only path to modernization and that China is on its unique road of development. Second, challenge to the American media comes from a growing perception that foreign media reports are no less biased or inaccurate than domestic ones. Chinese students have grown increasingly wary and critical of news that comes from countries claiming to promote free press. Third, foreign criticism directed at the Chinese government and the ruling Communist Party has been met with the most defensive reaction of all. The hostility of young nationalists towards foreign intrusion into their own domestic issues is possibly the most troubling aspect of new nationalism for American critics.

Although the current generation of Chinese youth does appear to be more self-confident and less impressionable than their predecessors, the global debate on the contributing factors behind this development paints a rather skewed picture of reality. I argue that mainstream American discourse on the topic is plagued by a set of
preconceptions held by many scholars and journalists. It assumes that China’s new nationalism is an unexpected phenomenon that must be explained; that it is a movement directed and controlled by state propaganda; and that the degree of anti-foreign hostility is potentially problematic and dangerous to US-China relations. These assumptions are not only inaccurate, but they also limit the extent to which one can accurately analyze the mindset of young Chinese students. My objective is to bring light to the fact that the existence of these preconceptions has affected the way the outside world understands and portrays the national consciousness of Chinese youth.

**Defining Chinese Nationalism**

A discussion of modern Chinese nationalism must begin with definitions. Unfortunately, the academic world has yet to form a consensus on the origins of nationalism and how it is defined. Hans Kohn, known as one of the twin founding fathers of the study of nationalism, traced its origins to eighteenth-century Western Europe. He concluded that nationalism was a modern phenomenon born out of industrialization, the idea of popular sovereignty, and the emergence of the modern state. Ernest Gellner defined it as “primarily a political principle, which holds that the political and the national unit should be congruent.” Benedict Anderson argued that nationalism is dependent upon the construction of and belief in an imagined community. This connection and sense of commonality is propagated and reinforced primarily through print capitalism and especially newspapers. Eric Hobsbawm rejected the idea that the existence of a nation precedes the development of nationalism. Instead, he attributed the origins of nationalism to “invented traditions” that inculcate certain values and norms and establish a continuity with the past. A common strand among these various theories is the
notion that nationalism is not a primordial but a modern phenomenon. Whether as an ideology, a political principle, or a social movement, nationalism is a constructed concept that is perpetually reinforced through norms and traditions.

A clarification must be made to differentiate between nationalism and patriotism. While some choose to use them interchangeably, there are important distinctions between these two terms. Nationalism often carries with it a negative connotation. Labeling someone as a nationalist can suggest an air of irrationality and extremism. Patriotism, on the other hand, suggests positive love of one’s country. Labeling someone as a patriot raises them to a hero-like status. These positive and negative associations, however, are not inherent in the words themselves.

Xu Wu outlines telling differences between these two concepts in his book on Chinese cyber nationalism. He presents nationalism as love and emotional affiliation toward a set of national symbols, which includes but does not necessarily endorse or support the political system. Patriotism, on the other hand, signifies a devotion to the existing political entity. In other words, “patriotism loves the country as it is, whereas nationalism loves the country as it was or as it should be.” 6 I believe this is a valid distinction as expressions of nationalism can be either supportive or critical of the ruling government. Comparatively, it is much more difficult to pass off disapproving remarks about the existing political entity as patriotic. While both suggest love for one’s nation and culture, nationalism encompasses a much broader range of what such devotion entails. It is on this basis that I talk of Chinese nationalism and not of Chinese patriotism.

---

I begin my examination of Chinese nationalism at the end of the nineteenth century. This time period marks the fall of the dynastic system and the establishment of China as a modern nation-state. The use of this particular starting point is not to suggest that nationalist consciousness in China did not start earlier or to establish a cause-and-effect relationship between the existence of a nation-state and the development of nationalism. It is, however, significant to note that prior to the nineteenth century China was a civilization – that is, a person or group that adopted its practices and traditions could be considered Chinese. Although China did have contact and even wars with neighboring “barbarians,” there was not a single established national Chinese identity based on principles of territorial integrity and national sovereignty. Beginning with the first Opium War, the invasion of the “Western devils” proved China’s technological inferiority and threatened the continued existence of the Chinese culture and people. It was in the face of this national crisis that China transformed itself from a primarily culturally defined entity to a political defined one. Thus from the modernist perspective of this thesis, Chinese nationalism in its present-day form did not exist until the arrival of Western powers in the mid to late-nineteenth century.

“New Nationalism”

The focus of my analysis is on the current trend of nationalist expression and consciousness among young Chinese students. This trend is broadly referred to as “new nationalism” by many American scholars and journalists but has been characterized in a

---

7 Under the imperial system, the Chinese referred to their empire as tian xia, meaning “all under heaven.” Foreigners could become legitimate rulers of China as long as they adopted the norms and traditions of Chinese society. Manchu rule during the Qing Dynasty is a prime example of this. See Lieberthal Governing China, 5-19.
variety of ways. The implication that this nationalism sentiment is “new” can mean a
number of things. First, it may simply refer to a new generation of Chinese youth that has
replaced the youth of the 1980s. This generation was born and raised under new CCP
leadership and during a period when China was already beginning to regain its economic
strength and global position. The fact that these young Chinese have no personal
experience living in a completely Communist society or a weak and isolated country are
significant factors in the way their national consciousness is framed.

A second aspect of “new nationalism” is new outlets through which nationalist
sentiments are being expressed. The invention and rapid commercialization of the
Internet has provided Chinese students with a public space where they can not only create
their own ideas, but also communicate with others who share similar views and goals.
The resulting loss of state monopoly over the dissemination and censorship of
information has led some to define new Chinese nationalism as nationalism that is not
promoted by CCP leadership or under comprehensive state control. Finally, the
weightiest interpretation of what is meant by “new nationalism” is nationalism with new
content. The underlying values and beliefs that fueled the 1989 movement no longer hold
true for the students today. Both internal and external changes have fostered a new set of
views of China and its relationship with the rest of the world.

Antitradiotionalism and the 1980s:

To identify a change in the content of Chinese nationalism from its previous to its
current form, it is first necessary to briefly examine the general characteristics of the

---

9 This view was expressed by Xiao Shu, an editorial writer for *Southern Weekend* newspaper and a Chinese
Media Project fellow at the University of Hong Kong. Xiao Shu gave a talk on “new nationalism” and its
impact on journalism in China in October 2008 that was hosted by the Journalism & Media Studies Center
at the University of Hong Kong. [One is curious how you became aware of what she said.]
nationalism movement of the 1980s. In the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution and during the incipient stages of reform, Chinese society grappled with the decline of communism as a dominating ideology. China’s new leaders turned to a depoliticized form of governing\(^{10}\) that focused on openness and economic growth rather than class struggle and revolution. This significantly impacted the social and political consciousness of the country’s young population. Years of isolation and distrust of the Party’s ability to deliver on its promises led Chinese students to look outward in search of a model that would strengthen their country. They admired the wealth and power of Western cities and saw adoption of America’s economic and political system as the formula for success.

The dominant school of thought during this period was antitraditionalism – a belief that China’s tradition was the source of its weakness and only its complete rejection and boundless adoption of Western culture could make the country strong.\(^{11}\) To many Chinese students, westernization and modernity went hand-in-hand. They believed that only through wholesale westernization could China rejuvenate itself and became an equal member of the international society.\(^{12}\) The nationalism movement that culminated in 1989 appealed for democracy,\(^{13}\) individual freedoms, official recognition,\(^{14}\) and economic advancement.

---

12 Zheng, *Discovering Nationalism in China*.
13 The form of democracy touted by Chinese students at this time was adopted directly from American-style democracy – a multi-party system with free elections, transparency in governance, and allowance of a civil society.
14 The conservative CCP leaders had condemned the student movement as harmful and unpatriotic. Many student groups and their publications were banned or shut down by the government. Thus, the protests in Tiananmen were not only about political reform but were also for gaining legitimate recognition from the government.
Pragmatism

In the early morning of June 4, 1989, the CCP cracked down on the student movement in Tiananmen Square. Many saw the protests as a sign that China was moving towards democracy but in the aftermath of the massacre, liberal calls among Chinese students for political reform faded and gave way to a new set of expectations. In the early stages of reform, many Chinese people regarded the West as a model to emulate. There was a level of enchantment with America and all things foreign, especially among the young generation. This sentiment began to change in the 1990s as waves of anti-imperialist protests and debates spread across the country. In 1996 the publication of the book *China Can Say No* (*Zhongguo keyi shuo bu*) triggered a series of “say no” books asserting a different form of Chinese nationalism. They argued that the Chinese embraced Western values too strongly in the 1980s and declared a change in the teacher-student relationship between China and the United States.15 In 1999 students gathered in front of the U.S. embassy in Beijing to protest the NATO bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade.

Most recently, waves of videos and Internet postings on various Chinese websites have expressed anger at Americans for boycotting the Beijing Olympics or for false reporting of the controversy over Tibet. As controversy surrounding the 2008 Beijing Olympics ignited a new surge in nationalist protests and debates, it quickly became clear that the students speaking out were not the same as those who sat in hunger strikes in front of Tiananmen. They have developed a new voice and identity in the twenty years

---

15 Peter Gries (*China’s New Nationalism*, 34) argues that one way in which China’s young nationalists revolted against the U.S. was by reversing the roles of the relationship. Instead of looking to America as a teacher or father figure, they cast the country in the role of a student or a child who now had to learn from China.
that have passed. The Chinese community has labeled these young and radical nationals as *fenqing* 愤青, translated into English as “angry youth.” This new phenomenon has caught the attention of mainstream media in the U.S., with reports by major publications including the *New York Times*, the *New Yorker*, and *Newsweek*.

In a 2008 article about China’s “angry youth,” *New Yorker* reporter Evan Osnos talked to a number of university students in Shanghai who were involved with the production of a highly inflammatory and popular anti-imperialism video. The article revealed that most young Chinese people are supportive of their current government, citing that almost nine out of ten Chinese approve of the way things are going in the country. Osnos asked the students’ thoughts on foreign criticism and the push for Beijing to further democratize. Liu Chengguang, a young Ph.D. student, responded: “Do you live on democracy? You eat bread, you drink coffee. All of these are not brought by democracy. Indian guys have democracy, and some African countries have democracy, but they can’t feed their own people.” A similar article in the *Los Angeles Times* referred to today’s young Chinese as the country’s “Me Generation.” It reported that increasingly more university students now favor business-oriented majors over liberal arts-oriented subjects and discussion of democracy or political change in their lives is minimal.

---

16 The video was homemade by Tang Jie, a twenty-eight-year-old graduate student at Fudan University in Shanghai. He posted the video on Sina.com, a popular Chinese website, and it drew more than one million hits in the first week and a half. The video is titled “2008, Zhongguo, zhan qi lai!” (2008! China Stand Up!) and has now been posted on YouTube.  
17 Quoting a 2008 survey done by the Pew Research Center.  
If Chinese students of the 1980s were characterized by anti-traditionalism, then students of the twenty-first century have their own classification as well: pragmatism. Suisheng Zhao is one American scholar who has observed and analyzed the characteristics of pragmatic nationalism. He argues that students are no longer acting on a set of values or established principles. Instead, they are simply willing to adopt whatever approach will make China strong. Pragmatic nationalism is interest-driven and focuses on the ends rather than the means. Because it is not embedded in a specific ideology or fixed by a strictly defined content, Zhao believes that the pragmatic approach can be effectively used to adapt to and fit the changing needs of China’s environment.

A consequence of this rise in pragmatic thought is that Chinese students have become much more wary of Western countries in general and of the United States in particular. This shift in the attitudes of young Chinese has caught the attention of the international community. Americans are invested in Chinese youth’s national consciousness for two reasons. First, it is a contributing factor to China’s future political development. Second, it affects the country’s foreign policy and the sensitive relationship between China and the US. For these reasons, discussions on Chinese nationalism in American news and publications focus a great deal on Chinese youth and the attitudes they display to the outside world. The following sections of my thesis question the accuracy of American understanding and interpretation of the new nationalism sentiment.

---

20 The famous quote by China’s former leader Deng Xiaoping epitomizes this ends over means attitude: “It doesn’t matter of a cat is black or white, so long as it catches mice” (不管黑猫白猫，捉到老鼠就是好猫).

21 See Suisheng Zhao’s *Chinese Foreign Policy* and *A Nation-State by Construction: Dynamics of Modern Chinese Nationalism* (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2004).
Challenging the American Views of New Nationalism

Anti-foreign sentiment among Chinese youth is displayed through their rebellion against three things: the American system, American media, and American criticism towards China. While it is generally accurate that these antagonisms exist in many recent demonstrations, three misconceptions about Chinese nationalism are present throughout the mainstream discourse in the United States. First, American discussion of China’s new nationalism portrays it as an unexpected and unique phenomenon. Second, it overly dramatizes the despotic power of the Chinese government and greatly disregards the autonomy of the Chinese people. Lastly, it paints an inaccurate picture of the degree to which the current wave of nationalist fervor and its effects have reached. It is these three assumptions behind the discussion on Chinese nationalism that I intend to expose and question.

The American System Reexamined

Challenge to the American system of development stems from Chinese youth’s separation of the ideas of modernization and westernization – they no longer see the two as inextricably linked. During the Tiananmen demonstrations, students fervently argued that democratization was the necessary next step for the country to integrate itself into the global system of nation-states. To them, modernization could only mean westernization-oriented reforms. Since 1989 China has experienced an unprecedented economic miracle. While communism collapsed in Eastern Europe, China has managed to achieve high economic growth for two decades without undergoing political reform. Bolstered by newfound strength and prosperity, young Chinese developed a renewed sense of self-confidence and confidence in their country’s own traditions and capabilities. According
to American journalist Josh Kurlantzick: “They can see Shanghai and Beijing are catching up to Western cities, that Chinese multinationals can compete with the West, and they’ve lost their awe of Western power.” Instead of calling for westernization, new nationalism argues that China is on its own unique path toward modernization. This path begins with Chinese history in China rather than in the West and adopts internal rather than external criteria for determining and judging the country’s reforms.

In 1989 Japanese-American political economist Francis Fukuyama introduced his highly influential theory of the “End of History.” Fukuyama argued that the progression of human history is linear and that western liberal democracy will be the final form of government. Once all nations reach this final destination, human society and culture will cease to evolve. Although Fukuyama’s theory received controversial reactions from the academic world, it does speak to a common belief in western countries that their form of democracy is the best and ultimate system of governance. Western democratic theories cite the adoption of capitalism and free press as two important markers on the path to democratization. Most notably, economic reform to a market system is often seen as a precursor to political reform to liberal democracy. Since China has achieved the former, the world is now waiting to see whether the latter will follow.

The problem with the study of China’s political future does not lie in its findings or conclusions. In fact, the majority of publications in the U.S. regarding this topic recognize China’s claims that it is on its own path of modernization. They also acknowledge the possibility that China may challenge the U.S. in presenting an equally

22 Kurlantzick, “China’s Next-Generation Nationalists.”
23 Zheng, Discovering Nationalism in China.
25 The link between capitalism and democracy is so far just a theory. A cause-and-effect relationship has not been empirically proven.
successful model of development under an authoritarian political system. The problem, however, lies in the mindset with which American scholars and journalists study Chinese nationalism. The examination of China’s social and political situation begins with the hypothesis that given capitalism and globalization, we should expect to see democratization. The issue to be examined then automatically becomes what factors explain why China is or is not progressing down the expected development path.

In the study of any object, the answers that we find are inescapably framed by the questions that we ask. In examining academic and news articles, it can be seen that American studies on China’s new nationalism are shaped by their own set of preconceptions. American critics believe that economic reform breeds political reform. So they ask why is China not undergoing democratization? They see the CCP government as oppressive and corrupt and ask why does such a high percentage of Chinese people support the direction that their country is going? They assume that the desire for freedom of expression, human rights, and mass political involvement is universal. So they question why are Chinese students so angry and defensive against those who are trying to help them? The Western world has made strides in its understanding of China, but it has yet to discard its Eurocentric lens.26

Instead of asking why Chinese youth are no longer pushing for western-oriented political change, it is more useful to examine what this particular demographic values. The 1980s was the closest China has come to achieving liberal democracy and American hopefuls saw university students as the paramount force of change for the country. The results that the Chinese students really coveted, however, were not necessarily explicit in

---

26 The problem of Eurocentrism in the field of Asian Studies has been written about by many notable scholars. My main influences come from works by Edward Said, Partha Chatterjee, and Martin Lewis and Karen Wigen.
the demands that they put forth at the time. In an interview with Wu’er Kaixi, one of the student leaders of the Tiananmen protests, the young activist listed what the students wanted out of their hunger strikes: “Nike shoes. Lots of free time to take our girlfriends to a bar. The freedom to discuss an issue with someone. And to get a little respect from society.”

There was no mention of political principles such as free elections or popular sovereignty. Instead, the list was comprised of demands that can be satisfied through economic and social changes: consumer goods, leisure time, and a personal life without interference. Political reform was not the end goal – it was simply a means through which these objectives could be realized.

The decision of the Chinese government to continue economic reform while halting political reform accomplished two objectives. It maintained the CCP’s position of power while simultaneously satisfying the students’ demands. When living conditions in urban areas were able to provide the comforts that Wu’er Kaixi had outlined, the majority of those students no longer saw the need to pursue democratization. Given the fact that political reform essentially arrested after 1989 while economic reform surged ahead, the high level of support for the country’s direction of development suggests that the primary interests driving pragmatic Chinese youth are economic rather than political or ideological.

The rejection of wholesale westernization as the only path toward modernization has brought with it a reconstructed attitude towards the role of the state. China has been ruled by strong central governments for much of its history. Since pragmatic nationalism

---


28 Empirical data presented in *Chinese Youth in Transition* tracks changes in the lives of Chinese youth since China’s reforms began. Their analysis includes measurements of levels of leisure time, individual freedoms, and attitudes toward their life opportunities.
places top priority on economic growth and stability,\textsuperscript{29} the existence of a strong state is seen as both preferable and essential to nationalist interests. Matthew Forney’s \textit{New York Times} article asserted that a country’s young and educated population is most likely to be the wind of change. He was thus surprised by the fact that the nationalism sentiment among Chinese youth was so anti-foreign and pro-government. However, if we shed the preconception that education and globalization will inevitably lead to a more westernized or democratized world, it is actually perfectly logical that urban Chinese students support the current CCP leadership.

Young and urban citizens are one of the main beneficiaries of China’s economic reforms. Not only does the bulk of state subsidiaries and foreign investment flood to coastal cities, but university students now also have endlessly more employment and educational opportunities than were available to their predecessors. A 2000 survey done by the China Youth and Children Research Center showed that 80.5\% of Chinese youth believed that their opportunities for success were increasing.\textsuperscript{30} Economic reforms have provided Chinese students with material comfort, higher social status and a brighter horizon. Having experienced firsthand the success of economic reforms, young and educated Chinese students are in no rush to challenge the political monopoly held by the party that delivered these benefits. New nationalists no longer see the Communist state as an obstacle against which they must rebel, but rather as an important agent in driving economic growth forward.

Under these circumstances, making the radical shift to a liberal democratic system is not exactly an appealing change. Chinese students are currently part of the country’s

\textsuperscript{29} Zhao, \textit{A Nation-State by Construction}

\textsuperscript{30} Jieying Xi, Yunxiao Sun, and Jing Jian Xiao, eds., \textit{Chinese Youth in Transition} (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2006).
social elite; but they are in the minority. A majority of Chinese citizens still reside in rural areas and many still live below the poverty line. If democracy were to happen in the form of mass elections and nation-wide political involvement, it is most likely that the young, urban population will lose some of the benefits and comforts that they currently enjoy. Furthermore, many employment opportunities and advancements in China are provided exclusively to members of the Communist Party. Research on the determinants of urban incomes in China finds that while incomes are not consistently higher among individuals with more education, there are correlations between higher income and Communist Party membership. Thus, the fact that new nationalism is pro-CCP and not pro-democracy should not come as a surprise. While Chinese students may not be opposed to democratic ideals, in a battle between comfort and ideology, comfort almost always comes out on top.

In March 2008, I conducted a series of interviews with students at Peking University who were registered volunteers for the 2008 Summer Olympics. In discussing outside criticisms on China’s current political system, the subjects all responded with a similar defense. They stressed economic and social stability as the principal argument against radical political change. When asked if the Olympics might

---

31 According to World Bank standards, 12% of the population in China currently live below the poverty line, from www.worldbank.org, 2008.
33 The interviewees were volunteer participants who responded to a posting I had made on PKU’s BBS site. About ten interviews were conducted in total, all done in Mandarin and later loosely translated into English by the author. Subjects were informed that I was an American exchange student at the university who was writing a research paper on student Olympic volunteers. The responses are presented here bearing in mind that they may have been influenced by how the subjects were chosen, self-censorship or distortion of their true opinions due to the political sensitivity of the topics discussed, or their reaction to my identity as an American student. Due to flaws in methodology, these interviews are used in this thesis only as anecdotal evidence. However, they still may be a useful set of data to consider when studying how Chinese students talk about themselves, the state of their nation, and its relationship to the rest of the world.
provoke a change in China’s political system, communications student Zhou Kai replied with a resounding no:

Because our foundation is still weak, our chief task is economic development. The Chinese government has done very well in this area…. Even though there are issues of corruption and centralization of state power, under the current circumstances, what better replacement system can there be?

He went on to respond to pressures from the United States for the Chinese government to further democratize:

In such an environment with so many Chinese people, is it really possible to achieve democracy? If there were not a strong state apparatus, if we were like the United States with all these different political parties, this country would be in chaos. Furthermore, China does not have the same economic capacity. The U.S. spends so much money on presidential elections, but China does not have that much money. We are still in the beginning stages, per capita income is still very low. The biggest actions for us are to develop the country’s economy and raise common people’s standard of living.

Many confounding variables must be considered in interpreting the meaning behind these quotes. It cannot be concluded with certainty how representative these responses are of actual student opinion or to what extent they are influenced by self-censorship or indoctrination. Nonetheless, these interviews do speak to a general trend of pragmatism I discovered living among Chinese students in Beijing. Rather than judging their country on ideological terms, the young generation is much more inclined to think in terms of costs and benefits. While they are not opposed to ideas of freedom of speech and human rights, they recognize that the pursuit of such ideals does not coincide with the attainment of immediate personal and national interests.
Biases of the American Media

On March 18, 2008 a new website appeared on the Internet called Anti-CNN.com. It was established by Rao Jin, a twenty-three-year-old Tsinghua University graduate. The website was a response to international coverage of the 2008 Tibetan unrest with the aim to “expose the lies and distortions in the foreign media.” The message of the anti-CNN movement is clear: the new generation of Chinese youth has developed a critical eye for the biases in American media.

It has long been the criticism of many foreign scrutinizers that the Chinese government holds a tight monopoly over the country’s information channels. The right to free and fair reporting in the United States has been used as a yardstick against which the Chinese media is measured. However, international coverage of events like the 1999 NATO bombing or the more recent Tibetan unrest have convinced Chinese students that foreign media is no more objective than its Chinese counterpart. These students are now speaking out against what they identify as the inaccurate coverage of Chinese events reported by major news agencies such as CNN and BBC. As the Tibet situation was unfolding in the spring of 2008, online forums in China were filled with postings, both angry and mocking, about foreign reporters’ inability to distinguish ethnic Tibetans from Han Chinese. Students interviewed at Peking University also had an opinion on the issue: “Many foreign media exaggerate the truth because they have never even been to Tibet,”
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34 From the “About This Website” section of Anti-cnn.com, accessed 7 Mar 2009.
says Zhou Kai. Particularly on issues as complicated as Tibet, the Chinese audience is more likely to favor its own reports than to accept foreign ones.

In continual debates over the roots of Chinese nationalism, a majority of views in the American media still claim it to be a form of state-led nationalism that is controlled by official propaganda. The Patriotic Education Campaign launched by the Chinese government in the aftermath of Tiananmen Square is one of the most cited factors in explaining students’ national loyalties. The core of the campaign was “Education about National Conditions” (Guoqing jiaoyu 国情教育). It held that China’s national condition was unique and not ready to adopt western-style democracy. Students were taught that the current one-party rule was needed to maintain stability and economic growth. Another important element of patriotic education is its narrative of “China’s century of humiliation.” State-approved textbooks used in all public schools begin modern history with the country’s sufferings under imperial aggression and its unfair treatment by the international community. For a generation that has no personal experience of these events, Chinese students today still often lace their rhetoric with themes of shame and humiliation. American observers are quick to attribute this directly to the state-led education system.

In addition to education, media control and censorship are also portrayed as means by which the Chinese government guides and manipulates views of the young population. Since economic reforms began in 1979, communism has been waning as the
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37 Peter Gries (China’s New Nationalism, 100-1) explains this in terms of the “intergroup attribution bias.” It refers to the fact that all humans consistently favor their ingroups over the outgroups. Fellow ingroup members are viewed as “good” and given the benefit of the doubt. This charity does not, however, extend to outsiders.
38 Zhao, A Nation-State by Construction.
39 Leong, Nationalism, Democracy and National Integration in China.
country’s ruling ideology. Assertions that new nationalism is state-led claim that CCP leadership is attempting to fill the void left by communism by adopting nationalism as an ideology. It is said that by accrediting itself with the establishment of new China and making itself synonymous to the Chinese nation, the Party is able to maintain its legitimacy and power. It is also claimed that by fanning the flames of anti-foreignism, the Party is able to detract attention away from domestic problems such as corruption and the growing rural-urban divide. However, both the American and Chinese state-controlled media also see nationalism as a double-edged sword. They warn that extreme nationalists could pressure the Chinese government to take harsher foreign policy stances that harm the country’s foreign relations and social stability. Therefore, China’s leaders are careful to rein in nationalist protests and debates when they become overly heated and potentially dangerous. According to many U.S. media reports and publications, such lack of free press and constant political indoctrination has led young Chinese to continuously, and perhaps even blindly, support the CCP government.

The idea that Chinese students are brainwashed and completely controlled by their government is a misconception that is based again on westernized assumptions. It is assumed that because China does not have a liberal democracy and free speech like the United States, the Chinese people are living in a choiceless and mindless society. This most certainly is not the case. Although access to information is certainly limited, the development of the Internet has had significant ramifications on the government’s monopoly over this area. The Chinese government flags and censors websites containing

---

40 Zheng, Discovering Nationalism in China.
sensitive keywords but its great firewall is not always as effective as it may seem. In fact, through the use of a proxy server, any tech-savvy Chinese student can bypass the firewall and access blocked websites. Using these methods, many university students read news reports not just from the Chinese media but from a variety of international sources as well. 

The Internet has been instrumental in broadening the scope of information to which Chinese people are exposed. It has also served a second and even more important function: it has provided Chinese students with a public sphere where they can create their own messages and connect with like-minded people. China’s lack of a civil society makes online forums one of the only outlets for popular expression. Although the government still holds authority over a great portion of print media and television broadcasts, the range of communication and the speed at which it can be spread on the Internet make online movements virtually impossible to control. According to Xu Wu, “[a]s a result, the government lost monopoly of both the interpretation of an issue and the initiation of a movement.” Online debates, videos, and websites have all been primary forms of expression of new nationalism, especially among the young population. Xu Wu calls this medium-specific aspect of new nationalism “China’s cyber nationalism.”
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42 A most recent case of this occurred with the appearance of a children’s song video on YouTube entitled the ‘Grass-mud Horse’ (Caoni ma 草泥馬). The Chinese name is homophonous with a common obscene phrase. The video was an instant hit and was a stealthy but obvious jab at the inefficiencies of China’s Internet censorship. The success of the video has since led the CCP government to block Chinese access to the Youtube website.

43 I found this to be true both through personal experience during my studies at Peking University and also through student responses in my interviews. The most cited foreign news sources seem to be CNN, BBC, Fox News, Feng Huang News, and the New York Times.


45 Ibid., 35.

46 The term “China’s cyber nationalism” is from Xu Wu’s book of the same name. According to the most recent report done by the China Internet Network Information Center, the majority of netizens – that is,
I argue that Chinese nationalism is under particular foreign scrutiny because of the fact that China is not a democratic country. Outside critics often form their arguments under the assumption that China’s lack of free press renders all of its news reports false and propaganda. In comparison, Americans generally view their own media as more accurate and credible. The irony is that due to their social and political environment, Chinese students have become much less impressionable and receptive than their western counterparts. When asked how they discern the validity of a news report, Peking University student Huang Meitao answered: “We don’t acknowledge it as true or false. The Chinese government has its own point of view so we just take it as a view that they want to present.” The conspicuous propaganda that surrounds them on a daily basis has turned Chinese students into more astute critics and judges than they are given credit for. A Chinese textbook narrating the country’s “century of humiliation” is not much different from the recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance or textbooks glorifying the founding fathers in American schools. The most effective forms of nationalist propaganda are most often ones that are well embedded in a society’s cultural norms and traditions. The scrutiny that Americans place on Chinese nationalism could just as well be projected onto themselves.

American Criticisms and the Student Response

To investigate the final grievance that young Chinese have against the United States, we return to that last line of the New York Times article that we began this thesis.

people who use the Internet – in China are age 30 and under. This young age group accounts for 68.6% of the total amount of netizens in China. Therefore, although cyber nationalism does not focus on a specific demographic or age group, its characteristics can be loosely translated to nationalism among Chinese youth. (From http://www.cnnic.cn/en/index/00/02/index.htm, accessed 7 Mar 2009).

47 Quoted from a March 2008 interview conducted by the author at Peking University.
with: “If the debate over Tibet turns this summer’s contests in Beijing into the Human Rights Games…Western ticket-holders expecting to find Chinese angry at their government will instead find Chinese angry at them.” Increasingly more foreign critics are finding that their stabs at the Chinese government are having the opposite of the intended effect. Exposure of the CCP’s corruption, brutality, censorship, and other seemingly despotic acts has not caused Chinese youth to jump on the pro-democracy, anti-authoritarian bandwagon. It has instead revealed the defensive nature of new nationalism.

The main purpose Americans study and analyze Chinese nationalism is to determine its implications for the United States and the future of US-China relations. In the first line of an article in the International Herald Tribune, David Shambaugh posed the burning question: “Which of the competing Chinese nationalisms will show up at the Olympics in August? An aggrieved, defensive nationalism, or a confident and proud nationalism?” Politicians, businessmen, and intellectuals alike want to know whether Chinese nationalism is benign toward American interests or potentially dangerous and explosive. No consensus has been reached thus far, though I question the necessity to agonize over the issue at all.

Controversy surrounding the Beijing Olympics elicited a wave of the strongest reactions against foreign criticism. It is obvious that many advocates took advantage of these games as an opportunity to increase pressure on the Chinese government. The fatal flaw in this plan was that it underestimated the significance of the 2008 Games to the Chinese people. The opportunity to host this event was seen as the ultimate recognition of China’s strengthened position by the global community and an attestation of its recent
successes. Fareed Zakaria referred to it as China’s “first international moment of glory” following a century of shame and humiliation.\(^{48}\) Beginning with the Opium War in 1839, China has suffered constant defeat and occupation at the hands of foreign imperialists.\(^{49}\) From the decline of the Qing dynasty to Japanese invasion during World War II, the country fell from its former status as a major world power that preceded the rise of Europe. The Chinese people refer to this as a “century of humiliation,”\(^{50}\) which ended only recently with the return of Hong Kong in 1997.

The sentiment among Chinese youth that derives from this victim mentality has two layers. First, they believe that China must now regain a position of strength and respect in the international community. Second, they see criticisms from the United States as a purposeful strategy to “contain” China’s growth from threatening American hegemony.\(^{51}\) Therefore, this new generation is especially sensitive to foreign criticism. David Shambaugh refers to this as aggrieved, defensive nationalism.\(^{52}\) Zhao Suisheng characterizes it as a “reactive sentiment” of pragmatic nationalism.\(^{53}\) The specific term used to define this phenomenon is inconsequential. The importance comes in understanding the motivations behind the reaction. In the minds of the Chinese people, denunciation of the Beijing Olympics is equated with rejection of China’s newly earned international position. The intended targets of foreign criticisms might be the country’s


\(^{50}\) Though it is argued that the propagation of this concept is largely done by the CCP government through education textbooks and propaganda, it has nonetheless become an integral part of nationalism discourse among Chinese youth. The purpose here is not to argue whether this victim complex is a bottom-up phenomenon or a product of official indoctrination. It is simply to present an explanation that is given by Western observers as well as by the Chinese students themselves.

\(^{51}\) Zheng, *Discovering Nationalism in China*.


\(^{53}\) Zhao, *Chinese Foreign Policy*. 
leaders, but the negative message is being received by the entire nation. It is fair to say that any other nation of people would respond just as strongly in defense of their national integrity.

The study of nationalism movements is certainly significant and important for tracking a society’s progression. However, articles like “China’s Competing Nationalisms” and “Don’t Feed China’s Nationalisms”\textsuperscript{54} connote an urgent need to address Chinese nationalism before it becomes too extreme. I argue that although anti-foreign sentiment and “angry youth” do indeed exist, it is not accurate to say that these two phenomena are representative of most young Chinese students. The level to which the wave of new nationalism has risen is over-exaggerated in the American media.

In her 1984 book German political scientist Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann introduced a theory called the “spiral of silence.” It asserted that people tend to remain silent if they feel that their views are in the minority for fear of reprisal or isolation from the majority.\textsuperscript{55} This is a particularly salient point to consider when studying Chinese society because of its political culture and history. During the Cultural Revolution, massive attacks were launched against anyone suspected of being a “rightist” or “counter-revolutionary.” A single slip of the tongue or unusual behavior could ruin someone’s life and career. Since the 1970s Chinese society has become much more free and tolerant, but there is still a considerable amount of danger whenever one ventures into political sensitive areas. After the government crackdown on Tian’anmen, over expression of political opposition largely disappeared. However, it cannot be said for certain whether

\textsuperscript{54} See the articles by Shambaugh and Zakaria cited above and listed in the bibliography.

much of the pro-democratic, anti-CCP sentiments were actually wiped out or simply silenced.

Two factors must be considered when examining the expressions of new nationalism. First, the Internet is one of the key tools in its development. However, the majority of Chinese people who are able to access the Internet are also the ones who benefit the most from the CCP government’s economic policies. There are 253 million netizens in China. Two-thirds of them are under the age of thirty. 70% have a high school degree or higher. Only 5.1% of the rural population has access to the Internet as opposed to 21.6% of the urban population. In sum, the majority of Internet users in China are young, educated and urban. This is the same demographic that was previously explained to be the most invested in maintaining the political status quo.

The second factor to consider is that the most radical and extreme supporters of any issue also tend to have the loudest voices. Responses to public reports or events is generally comprised of either strong supporters or fervent challengers. Although many people may have some opinion on the topic, few will actually take the time and effort to publicly respond. Most will simply quietly absorb the information and move on. I believe that this silent majority exists in Chinese society. For every Chinese student who makes an anti-American video or participates in a boycott, there are likely to be dozens more who choose to quietly live their lives uninvolved and unaffected. Peking University student Wang Yifan was merely one student I encountered who was content being in the
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56 Based on 2007 and 2008 survey reports on Internet development in China done by the China Internet Network Information Center, from [http://www.cnnic.cn/en/index/00/02/index.htm](http://www.cnnic.cn/en/index/00/02/index.htm), accessed 7 Mar 2009.
57 The term silent majority was popularized by President Richard Nixon in a televised speech he made in 1969. He argued that the number of Americans who did not join in the anti-war demonstrations was much higher than those who spoke out against the war. The idea was that there is a large majority of people in the country who do not voice their opinions publicly. Thus, the most audible opinions are not necessarily an accurate representation of the majority view.
silent majority: “They talk about issues such as feminism and human rights, but this all seems very far away to us,” she said, when asked about the controversy over Tibet and the Beijing Olympics. “Gosh, let’s not talk about politics!” If Americans want to get a true impression of how Chinese students feel about their country, they need to listen beyond the few shouting voices to hear the message embedded in the silence.

Conclusion

The essence of nationalism is identification of oneself as belonging to a certain group. This solidarity can be based on any number of constructed ties, including common language, history, customs, leadership or geographic boundaries. In addition, national allegiance requires differentiating one’s own in-group from out-groups. In this sense, the current wave of nationalism among Chinese youth is not a unique phenomenon. Each young generation throughout Chinese history has had varying ideas on how to strengthen their country. Students of the May Fourth movement rebelled against western imperialism and the traditionally feudal aspects of Chinese culture; the Tiananmen Square protestors pushed for greater economic and political liberalization. Following in their footsteps, the new generation is now supporting a strong, authoritarian state and socialism with Chinese characteristics. Although attitudes towards the balance between adopting western ideas and maintaining Chinese traditions fluctuate from each decade to the next, the dedication towards protecting China’s national integrity and bolstering national strength remains constant.

There are, however, notable aspects of Chinese nationalism that are important to understand. China’s rise and fall as a great power is a critical factor in how its national

58 Quoted from a March 2008 interview conducted by the author at Peking University.
consciousness is framed. Unlike the relatively young United States, Chinese society
draws from thousands of years of rich history and traditions. It is also haunted by the all
too fresh memory of decline and defeat at the hands of western imperialist powers. Thus,
the new nationalism sentiment focuses on two struggles: the struggle to regain China’s
international position and respect, and the struggle to reconcile traditional Chinese culture
with an increasingly globalized modern world. These conflicts exist for both the nation as
a whole and individual Chinese themselves. We see this personal and national struggle in
the way the young Chinese students reject outside criticism and political pressure while
simultaneously embracing the economic benefits of globalization.

The study of Chinese nationalism is itself also affected by the development of
history. China’s decline in power and influence after the eighteenth century coincides
with the rise of Europe and later the United States. The hegemonic influence of these
western countries permeated not just the political and economic realm, but the social,
cultural and the ideological as well. The way in which Chinese nationalism is studied
today is largely framed by these Eurocentric and westernized lenses. Assumptions that
young Chinese are somehow blindly or unreasonably nationalistic can only see the
picture from one limited angle. However, in recognizing, if not entirely jettisoning, these
preconceptions, we are able to reach a much more complex and in-depth level of analysis.

In many ways this thesis is more about framing questions than providing answers.
Good questions are the vital foundation of any productive experiment or analysis. I have
challenged the ways in which the outside world thinks about the nationalism sentiment of
current Chinese youth and its implications for US-China relations, but there are still many
more questions to ask. To gain a better understanding of the mindset of Chinese students
requires a more advanced collection of data than the few interviews that I have presented here. The extent to which the views expressed in this paper are representative of the larger population of Chinese youth can only be proven with more extensive data that includes a wider sampling of individuals. Reexamining the questions we ask is only the first step, but it is a critical one. Without doing so, it is impossible to gain a true understanding of the Chinese society, its students and its national consciousness.
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